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Abstract

Radar sounding is a geophysical method capable of directly imaging subsurface interfaces

within the ice shell of the icy moons, including Jupiter’s moon, Europa. For this reason, both

the European Space Agency’s JUpiter ICy moons Explorer and the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration’s Europa Clipper missions have ice penetrating radar sounders in their

payloads. In addition to the ice-ocean interface and shallow water lenses, liquid water in the

eutectic zone of Europa’s ice shell could also be a target for radar sounding investigations.

However, the wide range of possible configurations for eutectic-zone water bodies and the

overlying ice make their absolute echo strength difficult to predict. To address this challenge,

we employ a suite of simple water configurations and scattering models to bound the eutectic

detectability in terms of its effective reflectivity. We find that, for each configuration, a range

of physically plausible eutectic parameters exist that could produce detectable echoes, with

effective reflectivity values greater than -50 dB at HF or VHF frequencies.

Keywords: EUROPA, EUTECTIC, RADAR, WATER

1. Introduction

The surface of Jupiter’s moon Europa has a myriad of features suggesting a dynamic1

and complex ice shell (e.g., Pappalardo and Sullivan, 1996; McEwen and Bierhaus, 2006;2
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Singer et al., 2010; Culha and Manga, 2016). To investigate the physical properties of this3

ice shell, two upcoming missions are planned to carry ice penetrating radar sounders: the4

European Space Agency’s (ESA’s) JUpiter ICy moons Explorer (JUICE) (Grasset et al.,5

2013) and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s (NASA’s) Europa Clipper6

Mission (Phillips and Pappalardo, 2014). The JUICE mission payload includes the Radar7

for Icy Moon Exploration (RIME) (Bruzzone et al., 2013) and the Europa Clipper mission8

includes the Radar for Europa Assessment and Sounding: Ocean to Near-surface (REASON)9

(Blankenship et al., 2009). RIME is planned to operate in a single frequency band centered10

at 9 MHz with a bandwidth of 3 MHz (Bruzzone et al., 2015) and REASON is planned to11

operate a dual frequency system with a High Frequency (HF) band centered at 9 MHz with12

a bandwidth of 1 MHz and a Very High Frequency (VHF) band centered at 60 MHz with a13

bandwidth of 10 MHz (Blankenship et al., 2009; Grima et al., 2015).14

These radar sounders have the potential to image subsurface features within the ice shell15

including the ice/ocean interface (Moore, 2000) and shallow water bodies (e.g., Schmidt16

et al., 2011). Additionally, water bodies in the eutectic zone of Europa’s ice shell (Kalousová17

et al., 2017; Heggy et al., 2017) could serve as radar sounding targets. The eutectic zone is18

the portion of the ice shell with pressures and temperatures that allow both the liquid and19

solid phases of water to exist. For Europan ice shell thicknesses less than 30 km, this zone is20

expected to exist between 4 and 20 km below the surface depending on the chemical, thermal,21

and physical properties of the ice shell (Kalousová et al., 2017; McCarthy et al., 2007).22

Because they originate midway through the ice shell, radar echoes from the eutectic zone23

experience less attenuation than echoes from the ice/ocean interface (Kalousová et al., 2017).24

However, even with this reduced attenuation, water bodies in the eutectic zone can serve as25

radar sounding targets only if they also produce reflections with sufficient strength. In this26

paper, we use a suite of three simple models for the configuration of water in the eutectic27

zone to explore the range of parameters for which detectable echoes could be produced.28

Radar sounding link budgets (e.g., Di Paolo et al., 2014; Blankenship et al., 2009; Bruz-29
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zone et al., 2015) are often based on specular ice-water reflectors (Schroeder et al., 2015)30

such as the ice-ocean interface or shallow water lenses (e.g. Schmidt et al., 2011) or specu-31

lar internal density/conductivity layers (Cavitte et al., 2016; Smith et al., 2016). However,32

liquid water at the eutectic may not occur as a sharp transition from ice to a reflecting33

liquid water layer. It may, for example, include a homogeneous mixture of ice and water34

(Case 1), a gradual gradient in water content (Case 2), or a collection of small scattering35

liquid water pores (Case 3). Each of these departures from specular reflection would result36

in weaker radar echos. Therefore, to assess the impact such configurations have on eutec-37

tic detectability, we investigate three simple end-member configurations and their effect on38

radar scattering. We compare these to the baseline case of the specular reflections to pro-39

vide an “effective reflectivity” value for each configuration that can be subtracted from any40

given link budget (e.g. Di Paolo et al., 2017; Blankenship et al., 2009; Haynes et al., 2018)41

or ice shell propagation/attenuation model (e.g. Kalousová et al., 2017; Heggy et al., 2017).42

This allows us to focus our analysis on the specific dependence of reflection strength on the43

eutectic geometry. We identify that the parameters that would alter our ability to detect the44

eutectic zone in the 3 cases are liquid volume fraction, or porosity, the gradient of porosity,45

and the liquid pore sizes, or pore size. Along with assessing our ability to detect the eutectic46

zone, we also explore what information can be teased out of the radar sounders.47

2. Methods48

Radar sounding is a powerful geophysical tool to detect and characterize features within49

an ice shell (McKinnon, 2005; Blankenship et al., 2009; Heggy et al., 2012; Bruzzone et al.,50

2015; Di Paolo et al., 2017; Kalousová et al., 2017). As electromagnetic pulses from a radar51

sounder travel through an ice shell, they reflect, scatter, and attenuate during propagation52

(Gudmandsen, 1971). The returned echoes provide an image of dielectric horizons within53

the ice shell. The received power due to reflection from a sharp interface between ice and54

liquid water can be modeled as a specular Fresnel reflection so that55
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Pr ∝
Γo
R2

(1)

where

Γo =

∣∣∣∣√εl −√εi√
εl +
√
εi

∣∣∣∣2 (2)

Pr is the received power, Γo is the power reflectivity, R is the range from the radar to the56

target, and εl and εi are the complex permittivities of liquid water and ice, respectively57

(Peters et al., 2005). We compare the three eutectic geometry cases described below to58

this specular reflection in order to determine the effective reduction of Γ from the baseline59

scenario. This “effective reflectivity” can be combined with link budget (e.g., Bruzzone et al.,60

2015) and attenuation (e.g., Kalousová et al., 2017; Di Paolo et al., 2014) calculations to61

evaluate the detectability of each eutectic configuration. We do not model the attenuation62

in the ice shell above the eutectic zone. Instead, we calculate the power return relative63

to a sharp reflection; therefore any variation above the eutectic zone that would lead to64

attenuation (such as temperature and chemical composition) would be equivalent in both65

the baseline scenario and our 3 cases.66

2.1. Case 1: Sharp Interface:67

The first configuration we consider is a ‘mushy water layer’; a two-phase mixture of ice68

and liquid water that behaves as an effective medium. In this case, the permittivity of the69

layer is described by an effective permittivity, εeff , which replaces εl in eq. (2). The effective70

permittivity varies as a function of liquid water porosity, φ. When the size of the liquid water71

inclusions is negligible compared with the radar wavelength, a power-law mixing model of72

the form73

εαeff = φεαl + (1− φ)εαi (3)

can be used to approximate the complex permittivity where α is a dimensionless parameter74

(Kärkkäinen et al., 2000; Wilhelms, 2005). Many applications of eq. (3) assume α = 375
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(the commonly used Looyenga mixing model) (e.g., Wilhelms, 2005). Here, following Di76

Paolo et al. (2014) and Kendrick et al. (2018) we assume α = 1 (a linear mixing model). A77

discussion of this as a bound upon εeff is provided by Kärkkäinen et al. (2000).78

We consider modelling reflections from two-phase mixtures of fresh, saline, or brine liquid79

water with ice. The complex permittivities are:80

εi = 3.17 (1− i0.0062)

εl,f = 80 (1− i0.002)

εl,s = 77 (1− i11.3)

εl,b = 30 (1− i0.1),

(4)

where εl,f , εl,s, and εl,b are the permittivities of pure, saline and brine water, respectively81

(Neal, 1979; Peters et al., 2005; Pettinelli et al., 2016; Heggy et al., 2017) and i =
√
−1.82

Although complex permittivities are temperature dependent, the permittivity of ice, whether83

it is salty or pure, falls in the range of 3 – 3.8 between 100 – 250K (Pettinelli et al., 2016).84

In our analysis we use pure and salty liquid water as measured on Earth at 273K; however,85

semi-liquid water containing dense and contaminant-rich ice brines could potentially reduce86

the real part of the permittivity to values as low as εl,b (Heggy et al., 2017). Following87

Gudmandsen (1971) and Schroeder et al. (2016), we assume εi, εl,f , εl,s, and εl,b are the88

same for both the HF and VHF bands.89

For a liquid porosity of unity, φ = 1, this case becomes the baseline specular reflecting90

case against which we compare the effective reflectivity of other eutectic configurations. In91

Section 4.1, for φ = 1, we demonstrate a small (∼ 2.5 dB and 2 dB) reduction in baseline92

reflectivity between fresh and saline water and fresh and brine water, respectively. However,93

in the rest of the study we assume fresh water, and quantify the reduction in reflectivity94

relative to this baseline scenario.95
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2.2. Case 2: Gradual Interface:96

The second configuration we consider is a layer with increasing liquid water volume con-97

tent. To model this, we assume that the dielectric transition at the eutectic behaves as98

a graded index medium with the dielectric permittivity increasing linearly as a function99

of range. To calculate the effective reflectivity in this scenario, we used the electromag-100

netic transfer matrix method (e.g., Born and Wolf, 1970; Grima et al., 2014), which solves101

Maxwell’s equations in a one-dimensional geometry via the successive application of conti-102

nuity and propagation criteria for the electric field. This technique has previously been used103

in an electromagnetically analogous radar-sounding context to simulate the effects of graded104

firn density profiles of surface reflections (Grima et al., 2014).105

The model domain is considered a linearly increasing permittivity profile, ε(z), embedded106

between two semi-infinite dielectric half-spaces; the “entrance” and “exit” media (Fig. 1).107

The vertical permittivity gradient, δε
δz

, was used as a parametric degree of freedom. The108

permittivity profile was approximated by subdividing the model domain into small slices of109

constant and increasing permittivity with ice depth, with the discretization interval set at110

0.01 m. Physically two different model scenarios can occur, dependent upon the “transition111

distance” relative to the vertical range resolution (i.e., the distance that it takes for the112

permittivity to change from ice to liquid complex permittivity (εi to εl), relative to the scale113

at which changes in permittivity result in reflection). First, for the case where the transition114

distance is less than the range resolution, the entrance medium is defined to be εi and the115

exit medium is defined to be εl. Second, for the case where the transition distance is greater116

than the range resolution, the entrance medium is defined to be εi and the exit medium117

is defined to be εf < εl. In the first scenario, the thickness of the model domain was set118

to the transition distance. In the second scenario, the thickness of the model domain was119

set to the range resolution (15 m and 150 m for the 9 MHz/HF and 60 MHz/VHF systems120

respectively) following nominal REASON parameters (Blankenship et al., 2009; Grima et al.,121

2014). Finally, following Mouginot et al. (2009) and Grima et al. (2014) the effects of finite122
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bandwidth (i.e., pulse compression, via a linearly modulated chirp) were incorporated by123

assuming that the power reflectivity is given by124

[
Γ

Γo

]
dB

= 10 log10

(
max(|IFFT |S(f)ρ(f)S∗(f)|2)

)
, (5)

where S(f) is the chirp power spectrum, ρ(f) is the complex (E-field) reflectivity as a function125

of frequency, f is the frequency, and IFFT notates inverse fast Fourier transform. We use126 [
·
]
dB

to denote 10log10(·) and ∗ to denote a complex conjugate.127

2.3. Case 3: Liquid Water Pores:128

The final configuration we consider is a layer with liquid water pores. We compare129

the reflectivity and backscatter from a half-space of dielectric spheres (Eluszkiewicz, 2004;130

Aglyamov et al., 2017) under various mixing formulas and coherent analytic solutions. The131

size of the spherical water particles considered in this work are small enough compared to132

the wavelength so that low-frequency approximations of many coherent multiple scattering133

solutions are applicable. We compare Induced Polarization (Tsang et al., 1985, Chap. 6,134

Sec. 6.5), Quasi-Crystalline Approximation (Tsang et al., 1985, Chap 6, Sec. 9.2), Polder135

and van Santen Mixing (Tsang and Kong, 2004, Chap 4, Sec. 3.2), Bilocal (Tsang and Kong,136

2004, Chap. 4, Sec. 3.5), and Rayleigh Scattering Approximation (Ulaby and Long, 2014,137

eq. 8.76, pg 354) models. We use this selection of models because a) they are expressly138

formulated for scattering from a half-space of small dielectric spheres, b) are analytic, c) are139

relatively accessible, and d) allow us to compare the results across a variety of scattering140

assumptions.141

2.3.1. Induced Polarization, Rayleigh142

The effective wavenumber for a half-space of dielectric spheres derived in the low-frequency143

limit of induced dipoles (i.e., Rayleigh Scattering Approximation) is (Tsang et al., 1985,144

Chap. 6, Sec. 6.5),145
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K2 = k2 + 3φk2B

[
1 + i

2

3
k3a3BC

]
(6)

y =
εs − εr
εs + 2εr

(7)

B =
y

1− φy
(8)

C =
(1− φ)4

(1 + 2φ)2
(9)

where εs is the dielectric permittivity of the spheres (liquid) with radius a, and εr is the146

dielectric of the background (ice) with wavenumber, k = 2π
λ

. Given Nv scatterers per unit147

volume, the liquid porosity is φ = Nvvo, where vo = 4/3πa3 is the volume of one sphere.148

This formulation is coherent and assumes the spheres are distributed according to the149

Percus-Yevick pair-distribution function. Equation (6) is the same result obtained in the low150

frequency limit of the Ewald-Oseen Extinction Theorem (EOExT) and the Quasi-Crystalline151

Approximation (QCA), which we describe and analyze below.152

The normalized backscatter cross section (i.e., dimension of 1/Area) for the incoherent153

scattering component at normal incidence is given by (Tsang et al., 1985, Chap. 6, Sec. 2.3,154

7.5)155

σo,vv = σo,hh =
1

2πno
|(K − k)k|2 C

Im(K)
(10)

where σo,vv has units of [m-2], K is set by (6) and Im means imaginary part.156

2.3.2. QCA - Coherent Potential157

The effective wavenumber of a half-space of dielectric spheres under the Quasi-Crystalline158

Approximation with Coherent Potential is found by solving the following nonlinear equation159

for K (Tsang et al., 1985, Chap 6, Sec. 9.2)160
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K2 = k2 +
φ(k2

s − k2)

1 +
(k2
s − k2)

3K
(1− φ)

1 + i
2(k2

s − k2)Ka3C

9

[
1 +

(k2
s − k2)

3K
(1− φ)

]
 (11)

where ks = k
√
εs is the wavenumber in the sphere. This can be written as a 6th order161

polynomial in K as162

6∑
j=0

ajK
j = 0 (12)

where163

a6,...,0 = [−1, iA2A4, A1 + A2 − 2A3, 0, 2A1A3 + A2A3 − A2
3, 0, A1A

2
3], (13)

A1,...,4 = [k2, (k2
s − k2)f, (1/3)(k2

s − k2)(1− f), (2/9)(k2
s − k2)a3C], (14)

and C is given by (9).164

The correct solution is the one root with both positive real and positive imaginary parts,165

computed with any root finding algorithm. This formulation is the most accurate of those166

included here and is valid up to φ ≈ 0.4.167

2.3.3. Polder and van Santen Mixing Formula168

The Polder and van Santen mixing formula for m species of dielectric in the low-frequency169

limit is (Tsang and Kong, 2004, Chap 4, Sec. 3.2)170

m∑
p=1

εp − εo
εp − 2εg

φp =
εg − εo

3εg
(15)

m∑
p=1

φm = 1 (16)

where εg is the effective permittivity of the medium which must be solved for and φm is the171

liquid porosity for species m. Using m = 2, background dielectric of εr at a certain solid172
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volume fraction, 1−φ, and spherical inclusions of dielectric of εs at a certain liquid porosity173

φ, eq. (15) becomes174

εr − 1

εr − 2εg
(1− φ) +

εs − 1

εs − 2εg
φ =

εg − 1

3εg
(17)

Arranged as a cubic in εg this is175

a3ε
3
g + a2ε

2
g + a1εg + a0 = 0 (18)

where a3,...,0 = [4, 2εs−4εr+6εrφ−6εsφ+2, εs−2εr−2εrεs+3εrφ−3εsφ,−εrεs]. As before,176

the correct solution is the one root that has both positive real and positive imaginary parts.177

The effective permittivity, εeff , is used in eq. (2) to compute the reflectivity of the layer.178

2.3.4. Bilocal Approximation179

The bilocal approximation is a second-order coherent scattering solution under the as-180

sumption of weak scattering. The effective permittivity for spherical inclusions is given by181

(Tsang and Kong, 2004, Chap. 4, Sec. 3.5),182

εeff = εg
[
1 + i2k3

ga
3(φy2

s + (1− φ)y2
b )
]

(19)

ys =
εs − εg
εs + 2εg

(20)

yb =
εr − εg
εr + 2εg

(21)

where εg is computed from (15). This formulation includes scattering loss (the imaginary part183

of (19)), which is not captured by the mixing formula (15). The normalized backscatter cross184

section for the incoherent component at normal incidence under the bilocal approximation185

is (Tsang and Kong, 2004, Chap 4, Sec. 3.5)186
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σo,vv = σo,hh = 3|kg|4a3
[
(φ|ys|2 + (1− φ)|yb|2)

] |k|2
|K|2
|X01X10|2

1

4Im(K)
(22)

where K = k
√
εeff and X are the effective transmission coefficients187

X01 =
2
√
εeff

√
εeff +

√
εr

(23)

X10 =
2
√
εr√

εeff +
√
εr

(24)

2.3.5. Rayleigh Scattering Approximation188

Here we look at scattering of the half-space under the Rayleigh Approximation. The189

volumetric incoherent backscatter from a collection of spheres under the Rayleigh Scattering190

Approximation is191

σV = 4π|k|4|y|2
Nv∑
j=1

r6
j (25)

where σV has units of [m-1], Nv is the number of particles with radius ri per given volume192

[m3], and y is given by eq. (7) (Ulaby and Long, 2014, eq. 8.76, pg 354). For identical193

particles this becomes194

σV = 3|k|4|y|2Nvvoa
3 (26)

where vo is the volume of a single sphere. Therefore, we obtain the liquid porosity through195

Nvvo = φ. Simplifying eq. (26) gives196

σV = 3|k|4|y|2φa3 (27)

The radar equation for a target described by the normalized radar cross section is:197

σ =

∮
V

σV dV (28)
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We assume the radar scattering is uniform over the volume hence eq. (28) simplifies to198

σ = σV V [m2]. The unitless area-normalized backscatter, σo = σV V/A is then199

σo = 3|k|4a3|y|2φV
A
. (29)

Both the area and volume must describe the region that is the intersection of the leading200

edge volume and the eutectic zone. The general form of the surface area, A, of the imaged201

region as described by a surface around the imaged volume (spherical segment) is A =202

2π
∫
r
√

1 + dr
dz
dz, where r =

√
R2
l − z2 is the radial distance from the z axis. The z axis203

runs normal to the moon’s surface (Fig. 2a). Integrating this from either R (the distance204

from the radar to the trailing edge of the echo) or d (the distance from the radar to the205

eutectic) to the leading edge of the echo, Rl, gives the pulse-limited area: A = 2πTRl, where206

T is the thickness of the imaged layers.207

We derive a general form of the sampled volume, V , however the solution condenses with208

specific simplifications,209

V =

∫ d+T

d

π((R + χ)2 + y2)dy −
∫ d+Ts

d

π(R2 + y2)dy

V =πT

[
(R + χ)2 − (R + χ− T )2 − T (R + χ− T )− 1

3
T 2

]
− πTs(R2 − d2 − Tsd−

1

3
T 2
s )

(30)

where Ts is the distance between the top of the sampled region to the trailing edge of the210

echo. For simplicity, we assume the leading edge volume is a spherical cap as illustrated in211

Figure 2b, hence we take T = χ and Rl = d + χ. The range resolution of the radar system212

is χ = 2c
βn

, where c is the speed of light and β is bandwidth. With these simplifications, the213

sampled volume is then,214

V =
1

6
πχ2(6d+ 4χ). (31)
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Plugging in A and V gives,215

σo = 3|k|4a3|y|2φ
1
6
πχ2(6d+ 4χ)

2πχ(d+ χ)
(32)

= |k|4a3|y|2φχ(3d+ 2χ)

2(d+ χ)
(33)

2.3.6. Coherent and Incoherent Effective Reflectivities216

In order to determine the coherent and incoherent effective reflectivities at the interface217

of a liquid pore rich layer, we model a system that uses QCA with Coherent Potential (QCA-218

CP) and Rayleigh Scattering Approximation for the coherent and incoherent components,219

respectively. Of the tested models, QCA-CP is the most accurate for a coherent measurement220

and we use the Rayleigh Scatting Approximation for the incoherent measurement of the221

scattering layer.222

We define the received power from the coherent component to be given by the radar223

equation derived under the the image method over a flat interface (Peters et al., 2005;224

Haynes et al., 2018),225

Pr =
PtGtGrΓλ

2

26π2R2
(34)

At the interface, normalized coherent component is then the coherent component, eq. (34)226

normalized by the baseline, Fresnel reflection (Pcoh,100%, eq. (34) evaluated with the reflec-227

tivity of the ice-water interface).228

Pcoh

Pcoh,100%

=
Γcoh

Γo
. (35)

We substitute the effective power reflection coefficient for a coherent reflection, Γcoh, and229

Fresnel reflection, Γo as defined by eq. (2),230

Pcoh

Pcoh,100%

=

∣∣K−k
K+k

∣∣2
Γo

(36)
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where K is the effective wavenumber for a half-space of dielectric spheres under the QCA-CP231

as given by eq. (11).232

The normalized backscatter radar equation is233

Pcoh =
PtGtGrλ

2σoA

(4π)3R4
. (37)

Normalizing it by the baseline coherent power, Pcoh,100%, eq. (34) reduces to234

Pincoh

Pcoh,100%

=
σoA

πR2Γo
(38)

We use eq. (33) and the range to the eutectic (R = d) to get the effective incoherent235

reflectivity for spherical pores,236

P (R, r, φ, V )

Pcoh,100%

=
1

2

|k|4a3φχ2(6d+ 4χ)

d2

∣∣∣∣ yΓo
∣∣∣∣2. (39)

The Rayleigh Approximation does not hold for ka > 0.7 (Ulaby and Long, 2014, Fig.237

8–21). Therefore, we test different ranges and radii for ka = 0.005 and ka = 0.14. The radii238

for low ka are a = 2.7, 4.0 cm for HF and VHF, respectively. The radii for high ka are239

a = 79, 12 cm for HF and VHF, respectively. We test ranges of 25 and 100 km. We also240

test a constant radius and range with different REASON frequencies.241

3. Results242

We find that the power return is the greatest for a layer of fully liquid water, which is243

the baseline case used in most link budgets. A sharp-interface between ice and a two-phase244

mixture of ice and water (Case 1), a layer with increasing liquid porosity (Case 2), and a layer245

with liquid water pores (Case 3) all fall along the spectrum between an undetectably weak246

return and the return from a specular layer of liquid water. Our results suggest that for each247

of the three configurations, there is a range of geophysical and observational parameters248

for which radar returns would be produced that are within a detectable range for radar249
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sounders (e.g., effective reflectivity values of ≥ −70, −30, or −10 dB (Kalousová et al.,250

2017)). Though, of course, the exact effective reflectivity values of each configuration will251

vary with porosity and porosity gradient.252

3.1. Case 1: Sharp Interface253

For a sharp interface between ice and a two-phase mixture of ice and water, it follows254

from eq. (1) and eq. (3) that the reflectivity can be modelled as a function of φ. Figure 3255

shows these relationships for fresh, saline and brine water using the complex permittivities256

in eq. (4). For all water, the reflectivity increases as a function of φ, with reflectivity ∼ 2.5257

dB greater for saline water and reflectivity ∼ 2 dB less for brine water when φ = 1 (Fig.258

3). For salty water, echo strength and detectability increases by as much as 20 dB from the259

fresh water approximation. For brine water, the difference in permittivity of the liquid water260

would reduce the echo strength and detectability by as much as 10 dB from the fresh water261

approximation and 30 dB from the salt water approximation. However, this effect will be262

partially offset by the increase in conductivity depending on the details of the contaminant263

and its concentration. In the rest of this study we focus on the reduction in reflectivity from264

the baseline case of fresh water.265

3.2. Case 2: Gradual Interface266

In this case, the liquid water content gradient determines relative reflectivity. At high267

liquid water content gradients, the HF and VHF behave similarly. At lower porosity gradi-268

ents, the HF and VHF begin to deviate in magnitude of relative reflection. The HF band269

performs better than the VHF band because the HF band samples a larger thickness (due270

to a coarser range resolution), resulting in a larger difference in permittivity. A positive271

relationship occurs between the permittivity gradient, δε
δz

, and effective reflectivity, Γ (Fig.272

4). For a given δε
δz

, Γ from the 9 MHz/HF radar is always greater than for the 60 MHz/VHF273

radar. Conceptually, this difference arises due to the greater wavelength, therefore coarser274
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vertical resolution, of the HF radar. For the same gradient of permittivity, the permittivity275

increases more per wavelength for the HF than the VHF.276

The high permittivity gradient limit (right hand side of Fig. 4) corresponds to the case of277

a specular Fresnel reflection. Prior analytical work by Simpson (1976), (consistent with Fig.278

4) demonstrates that refection from the graded index range cell can be well approximated279

by the specular result for transition distances below ∼ 20 % of the incident wavelength. For280

the 9 MHz/HF system (wavelength ∼ 18.8 m in ice), the “specular regime” (e.g., Schroeder281

et al., 2015), therefore, corresponds to a transition distance < 3.8 m (permittivity gradient282

> 20 m−1), while for the 60 MHz/VHF system (wavelength ∼ 2.8 in ice), the specular regime,283

corresponds to a transition distance < 0.56 m (permittivity gradient > 140 m−1).284

The low permittivity gradient limit (left hand side of the graph) corresponds to an ap-285

proximately linear relationship between [Γ]dB and log10

(
δε
δz

)
. We can gain a better analytical286

understanding of this relationship by assuming that287

Γ ≡ |ρ|2 ∝ δε2, (40)

where δε is the change in real part of permittivity associated with the reflection. The288

scaling relationship, (40), is motivated by the δε dependence of the Fresnel equation for289

small permittivity contrasts given by Paren and Robin (1975) where |ρ|2 =
(
δε
4ε̄

)2
and ε̄ is290

the mean permittivity. Here, we assume proportionality rather than equality because Paren291

and Robin, 1975 is only valud for sharp interfaces. Expressing (40) in dB units gives292

[
Γ

Γo
]dB ∝ 20 log10(δε). (41)

Finally, via the linearity of
(
δε
δz

)
, it follows that293

δ[Γ]dB

δ(log10

(
δε
δz

)
)

= 20 dB (42)

which is in good agreement with low permittivity gradient regime in Fig. 4. For example, if294
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a linear approximation is assumed to fit the data over
(
δε
δz

)
= 10−2 m−1 to

(
δε
δz

)
= 10−1 m−1

295

then the simulated gradients are within 2% of eq. 42.296

3.3. Case 3: Liquid Water Pores297

We compare the coherent relative reflectivity and the incoherent normalized backscatter298

at normal incidence using HF (Fig. 5) and VHF (Fig. 6) (Bruzzone et al., 2013; Blankenship299

et al., 2009). These figures show that the Rayleigh Scattering Approximation results in the300

highest predicted incoherent energy for all liquid porosity at HF and most (> 0.3) liquid301

porosity at VHF. However, they also show that for liquid porosity > 0.2, coherently reflected302

energy dominate incoherent energy by orders of magnitude in the radar return. In order to303

determine whether the eutectic zone will be detected, we look at the reflection off of the304

eutectic interface using both the coherent relative reflectivity and incoherent normalized305

backscatter as modeled by QCA-CP and Rayleigh Scattering Approximation, respectively,306

Pabsolute

Pcoh,100%

=
Pcoh + Pincoh
Pcoh,100%

. (43)

We assume that the combination of QCA-CP and the Rayleigh Scatter Approximation (as307

plotted in Fig. 7) will provide the most valid total echo strength up to φ ≈ 0.4 (Tsang and308

Kong, 2004; Saulnier et al., 1990). Additionally, this combination provides a conservative309

lower-bound on the total echo strength for higher porosity (Fig. 5C and 6C).310

At the interface of ice and a layer composed of spherical scattering liquid water bodies,311

the return signal depends most sensitively on liquid porosity (Fig. 7). The coherent reflected312

energy dominates over the incoherent energy, therefore the reflection is mostly independent313

of liquid pore radii (Fig. 8), and the range from radar to eutectic depth (Fig. 7).314

At the low porosity limit, the size of the pores alters the effective reflectivity. In HF315

and VHF (Fig. 7a), larger liquid pores, which correspond to higher ka values, are easier to316

detect. VHF (Fig. 7b) shows greater sensitivity to pore size for smaller ka values. At low317

porosity (< 10−3), effective reflectivity at VHF for low ka begin to diverge from one another.318
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Compared to HF, the VHF, ka = 0.14 curve has lower effective reflectivity at low porosity319

values.320

4. Discussion321

Although the combined effect of ice shell processes, chemical composition, thermal struc-322

ture and ice shell thickness determine eutectic zone properties, here we focus on which323

liquid water parameters in the end-member cases govern the detection ability at the eutectic324

isotherm. Following Kalousová et al. (2017), we discuss three detectability thresholds rela-325

tive to the specular water layer to explore: 70 dB, 30 dB, and 10 dB (excess power available326

to compensate for modeled attenuation, surface losses, and radar parameters).327

4.1. Case 1: Sharp Interface328

Our results show that at the limit when the porosity approaches 0, the permittivity of329

the layer reaches ice permittivity. With 70 dB, 30 dB, and 10 dB excess power at the liquid330

filled layer, the ice penetrating radar sounder would detect layers with porosity greater than331

4× 10−4, 0.04 and 0.5, respectively (Fig. 3).332

4.2. Case 2: Gradual Interface333

The results from the gradual interface show that the different radar frequencies perform334

differently at the interface of a layer with increasing liquid water content and pure solid ice.335

The higher frequency sounder has a shorter wavelength and wider bandwidth and, therefore,336

samples a smaller dielectric transition than does lower frequency sounder. As a result, the337

interface using the VHF sounder produces a smaller signal, weaker reflection, than the HF338

sounder. As an example, if excess return power is 70 dB then the HF would be able to339

detect all tested porosity gradients, ≥ 10−4 m−1. If the excess return power is 30 dB, the340

HF would be able to detect ≥ 3× 10−3 m−1 whereas the VHF would only be able to detect341

≥ 2× 10−2 m−1. If the excess return power is 10 dB, the HF would be able to detect ≥ 10−2
342

m−1 whereas the VHF would only be able to detect ≥ 3× 10−1 m−1.343
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The effective reflectivity is different for the HF and VHF at low porosity gradients. Since344

the sharp interface (Case 1) does not have a frequency dependence, the resulting effective345

reflectivitiy from both frequencies would be the same. The difference in relative reflection346

power of HF and VHF, which is absent in the sharp interface case (Case 1), could potentially347

be exploited to determine whether a subsurface interface has a sharp interface with a specific348

porosity and certain composition or a gradual interface with a certain composition.349

4.3. Case 3: Liquid Water Pores350

Relative to Fresnel reflection, a layer with liquid water pores may go undetected if the351

porosity of the layer of pores is too low (Fig. 7). HF has slightly higher effective reflectivities352

than VHF, because of the dominant coherent reflection. Of the tested excess powers, 70 dB353

would be able to detect all of the tested cases above 10−3 vol% using both HF and VHF.354

Using HF with 30 dB and 10 dB excess power, liquid porosity greater than 3.5 × 10−2 and355

0.18 would be detected, respectively. If the pore radii are 79 cm or greater, then with 30 dB,356

liquid porosity greater than 2.0 × 10−2 would be detected. Using VHF, with 30 dB and 10357

dB, liquid porosity greater than 3× 10−2 and 0.18 would be detected, respectively.358

Since the results for HF and VHF are different (Fig. 7), there is a potential to use these359

bands together to speculate on parameter inversions (Fig. 8). However, this would require360

a detailed analysis of the non-uniqueness of the problem and noise from the nearby features361

to be able to state whether this is feasible. Therefore, we leave this investigation as possible362

future research.363

4.4. Cross-Case Synthesis364

Taken as a whole, the results in this paper suggest that water in the eutectic zone could365

provide a detectable target for radar sounding with effective reflectivity values greater than366

-50 dB across a wide range of parameters and all three end-member cases we explored. Given367

the much lower attenuation values for eutectic reflections (compared to ice ocean reflections)368

(Kalousová et al., 2017), this makes the eutectic zone an appealing target to add to radar369
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sounding mission to explore the shells of icy moons. The ability to detect the eutectic370

zone of the Europan ice shell would provide greater insight into ice-shell processes. For371

example, spatial variations in the eutectic zone could result from heterogeneities in the ice372

shell (Thomson and Delaney, 2001; Culha and Manga, 2016), convection in the shell (e.g.,373

Kalousová et al., 2017; McKinnon, 1999), or other physical processes that might be linked374

to the observed surface features (Collins et al., 2000; Dombard et al., 2013; Michaut and375

Manga, 2014) or ice shell dynamics, thickness, and thermophysical properties (e.g., Spaun376

and Head, 2001; Kargel, 2000; Greenberg et al., 2000; Prieto-Ballesteros and Kargel, 2005).377

While there are other plausible configuration for water in eutectic zone of Europa’s ice378

shell, we believe that the end-member models presented in this paper will bound the de-379

tectability of many of those geometries as well. For example, some models suggest that the380

lenticulae on Europa’s surface formed through water injections in to the ice shell in the form381

of sills (e.g., Michaut and Manga, 2014). If the cross sectional area of the crack normal to382

the radar sounder is larger than the Fresnel area, then the radar sounder would resemble383

signal strengths of Case 1. If the cross sectional area is less than the Fresnel area, it may go384

undetected. If there are multiple cracks at considerable volume density, then the radar signal385

might scatter producing a signal (Case 3). Although the Rayleigh Scattering Approximation386

was used for Case 3, which required a radius less than a critical value, cracks larger than the387

critical radius will result in even greater scattering and hence a stronger signal.388

The analysis presented here is not meant to provide a complete echo strength values for389

realistic eutectic and ice shell configurations at Europa. More sophisticated and complete390

analysis will have to be undertaken in follow-on studies when actual instrument parameters391

and observations are available. Instead, we seek simple models to make the case that water392

in Europa’s eutectic zone is a plausible target for radar sounding detection and that it, along393

with shallow water lenses and the ice-ocean interface, should be included in such follow-on394

studies.395
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5. Conclusion396

One of the primary targets for the radar sounding instruments on NASA’s and ESA’s397

missions to Europa is liquid subsurface water in shallow lenses or at the ice/ocean interface.398

Our analysis suggest that bodies of liquid water in the eutectic zone could be detected by399

radar sounding. We analyze three different possible configurations water at the eutectic400

to evaluate the effective reflectivity and, therefore, detectability of these bodies. The first401

configuration is a specular interface of a mixture of water and ice. Both the HF and VHF402

perform equally at this interface. The second configuration is a layer with increasing water403

porosity. Sharper gradients in liquid water content produce higher relative reflection than404

smaller gradients. The HF band produces higher effective reflectivity values than the VHF405

because a given porosity gradient changes more over the longer wavelength scale. The last406

configuration is a layer with scattering liquid pores. The effective reflectivity is mainly407

dependent on porosity. We find that, for each configuration, a range of physically plausible408

eutectic parameters exist that could produce detectable echoes, with effective reflectivity409

values greater than -50 dB at HF or VHF frequencies. Imaging liquid water, especially the410

eutectic zone, will reveal fundamental information on ice shell processes, thermal profile,411

chemical structure, and ice shell characteristics at Europa.412
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7. Variable Table420
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variable significance

Pr received power

Γo Fresnel power reflection

ε complex permittivity, dielectric

εo free space permittivity

ε mean permittivity

εf exit ε

εr background ε

εs effective ε of sphere

εl liquid ε

εi ice ε

εeff effective ε

εg effective ε used in PvS

εl,f fresh liquid water ε

εl,s saline liquid water ε

εl,b brine liquid water ε

δε
δz vertical ε gradient

σ backscattering cross section

σo,vv/hh transmit/receive V/H polarization

σV volumetric incoherent σ

f frequency

χ range resolution

c speed of light

τ one-way path attenuation

n complex index of refraction

λ wavelength

k = 2π
λ wavenumber

variable significance

K effective wavenumber

ks wavenumber of the sphere

S(f) chirp power spectrum

ρ(f) complex (E-field) reflectivity

r radius

a sphere radius (Case 3)

Nv NO of scatterers per unit vol.

vo = 4πa3

3 sphere volume

z depth from radar

φ liq. porosity/ volume fraction

φm m specie porosity

X effective transmission coef.

α dimensionless param. (mixing)

A SA normal to radar sounder

T thickness of the eutectic zone

Ts thickness of the excess vol.

d range to eutectic

R radar to the target range

Rl radar to leading range

V imaged vol. of eutectic zone

IFFT inverse fast Fourier transform

[·]dB 10log10(·)

* complex conjugate

Im(·) imaginary part

i =
√
−1 imaginary number

Table 1: SA=surface area, coef.=coefficient, liq. = liquid, vol. = volume, NO = number
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8. Figures421

Figure 1: Transfer matrix simulation domains for graded permittivity structure (layer with increasing water

volume density). Two different model boundary conditions are used for the exit medium dependent upon

the size of the transition distance relative to the range resolution.
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Figure 2: Scattering volume calculation: We provide a general description of the intersection of the

leading edge volume and the eutectic zone in (a). In our analysis, we simplify the analysis to a spherical cap,

which represents the initial interaction between the leading edge volume and the eutectic zone as illustrated

in (b). We assume that the range resolution, χ, is the thickness of the measured scattering volume. It is not

the thickness of the eutectic zone. R and Rl are the trailing and leading edges of the echo. d is the depth to

the eutectic from the radar. Ts is the distance between the top of the eutectic zone and the trailing edge of

the echo at the center of the radar. We define z as the axis normal to the moon’s surface.
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Figure 3: Reflectivity as a function of porosity for Case 1 with fresh, saline and brine water.

The complex permittivities are given in eq. 4.

Figure 4: Effective reflectivity, Γ, versus (a) log permittivity gradient, log10
δε
δz , log porosity

gradient, log10
δφ
δz , and (b) the eutectic layer thickness, given a transition from 0 to 1.0 liquid

porosity.
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Figure 5: Reflectivity (a), effective reflectivity (b), and incoherent backscatter (c) for various

scattering models at HF. Reflectivity is computed from the effective wavenumber or dielectric predicted

by each model. The effective reflectivity is normalized to the reflectivity for homogeneous water half-space.

The values used for these figures are εr = 3.4 + 0.17i, εs = 80 + 904i, f = 9 MHz, a = 0.026 m, and ka

= 0.0049.
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Figure 6: Reflectivity (a), effective reflectivity (b), and incoherent backscatter (c) for various

scattering models at VHF. Reflectivity is computed from the effective wavenumber or effective dielectric

predicted by each model and represents the coherent, specular component of the reflected power. The effective

reflectivity is normalized to the reflectivity for homogeneous water half-space. The normalized backscatter

is the incoherent scattering component predicted by each model, which is very small in each case due to the

small size of the water voids. The values used for these figures are εr = 3.4 + 0.17i, εs = 80 + 904i, f = 60

MHz, a = 0.01 m, and ka = 0.013.
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Figure 7: Effective reflectivity [dB]: Radar echo strength for Case 3 using a. HF radar and b.

VHF radar for REASON. The dark colored lines are the sum of the coherent relative reflectivity and

incoherent normalized backscatter components as modeled by QCA-CP and Rayleigh Scattering Approxi-

mation, respectively. At the interface, the coherent component dominates. Therefore, except at higher ka

values, the result becomes independent of pocket of liquid size and distance from radar to the eutectic. In

the eutectic zone, we represent the incoherent scattering using the Rayleigh Approximation. The Rayleigh

Scattering provides variable results depending on pore size and range from radar to eutectic depth. Rayleigh

Scattering Approximation is shown to fail past liquid porosity of 0.2, therefore we indicate those results

using dashed lines.
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Figure 8: Effective reflectivity [dB]: Radar echo strength for Case 3 using a. HF radar, b. VHF

radar, and c. the difference of HF and VHF for REASON. The effective reflectivity is modeled by

the sum of QCA-CP and Rayleigh Scattering Approximation using variable liquid porosity and liquid pocket

radius.
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